
Hey NUMdergrads!

Finals got you down? Sorry, we can't help with that (unless you're in NSCI 201 and then keep reading to
find out more about NTCs!!!). Everyone else, keep your chins up and good luck on exams!

NSCI 201 NTCs
NCSI 201 NTCs will be sold this Monday and Tuesday from 12-2pm in 1B22 at special office hours! $25
for the NTCs for the final or $15 for a set of 6 lectures. If you're not feeling too great about the final,
come check them out in office hours!

NUM Clothing Pick-up
Come pick up your clothing in office hours this week! They're all in and look pretty fantastic.

Advanced Credits Change at McGill
THIS MAY BE VERY IMPORTANT FOR YOU. READ THIS!! Changes are currently being discussed at the
McGill senate regarding advanced standing given to students who have completed CEGEP, IB, AP etc.
Under these changes, students who have come in with transfer credits will be able to complete a 120
credit degree at McGill. This means that all courses taken before reaching 120 credits will count towards
a student's GPA. For example, if a person comes in with 30 credits from CEGEP and after completing 90
credits at McGill takes a class that is an elective, the grade that they achieve in that class will count
towards their GPA. Students still have the option to retake classes they have been given credit for,
however these marks will not count towards their GPA. These changes do not apply to people
graduating this semester. For more information, contact your faculty advisor or one of your SSMU
representatives at sciencerep3@ssmu.mcgill.ca.

Office Hours
As not always, office hours this week are Monday and Tuesday from 12-2pm in Burnside 1B22. Come
pick up NTCs or clothing!

JOKE TIME:
Einstein, Newton, and Pascal are playing hide-and-seek. It's Einstein's turn to count so he covers his eyes
and counts to 10. Pascal runs off and hides. Newton draws a one metre by one metre square on the
ground in front of Einstein and then stands in the middle of it. Einstein reaches 10 and opens his eyes.
He sees Newton and exclaims, "Newton, I found you! You're it." Newton smiles and says, "You didn't
find me, you found a Newton over a square metre. You found Pascal!" Cue face palm.

Much love,
NUM

Contact us:
NUM Facebook group (https://www.facebook.com/groups/5089399076/)
NUM website (http://num.sus.mcgill.ca/)
NUM email (num@sus.mcgill.ca)


